
BARRIE HOUSE SERVED  
IN RETAILER CAFÉS

Not only does Barrie House Coffee sell premium, 
handcrafted coffee on the retail shelves of many grocery 

stores and neighborhood markets across America,  
Barrie House also provides coffee and related  

equipment and services supporting many  
retailers’ in-store cafés.    

So now shoppers can enjoy a fresh brewed cup  
of coffee as they shop the store.

AVAILABLE AT 1,000+ PREMIUM GROCERY 
AND NATURAL SPECIALTY LOCATIONS

HANDCRAFTED IN NEW YORK
PREMIUM COFFEEPREMIUM COFFEE

START WITH REALLY GOOD COFFEE...
 START WITH BARRIE HOUSE®

FAIR TRADE, ORGANIC  
AND 100% DELICIOUS.

GUARANTEED!

BARRIEHOUSE.COM



 TASTING NOTES
Smooth, tropical fruit. Balanced, light body, clean finish.

MORNING RITUAL®

Your first morning cup of coffee is the most important. It needs to 
be perfectly roasted and taste great because you look forward  
to this moment every day.

ESTATE BLENDS
Our premium handcrafted Estate Blends are balanced  

and complex, developed for precise taste profiles  
using a variety of different beans. 

 TASTING NOTES
Fruity, caramel, malt, chocolate. Full flavored, rich, smooth.

DARK MYSTERY
Specifically formulated and slow roasted to make a bold, dark cup. 
Dark Mystery is full of complexity and elegance, and just a little bit 
of mystery...

CLAY AVENUE®

The origins of Barrie House trace back to Clay Avenue - a historic 
neighborhood in the Bronx. It was there in NYC that we developed 
our first perfectly roasted blend.

 TASTING NOTES
Toasted nuts, brown sugar. Sweet, clean finish, mellow.

 TASTING NOTES
Caramelized sugar, dark chocolate. Smooth, sweet, robust.

ESPRESSO ROAST
Our darkest and richest roast – this rare and exotic blend of  
premium Arabica coffee beans from Asia and the Americas creates 
an intense and creamy cup. 

RAFFINATO
A dark roasted blend, Raffinato resembles a traditional Italian 
espresso, but with a less smoky flavor and more complex profile. 
The mildness is best by itself or with milk!

 TASTING NOTES
Intense, caramel, stone-fruit, raisin.

INTENSO
Our Intenso espresso is the darkest blend we offer. It is perfect for 
coffee lovers looking for the richness and depth of a traditional 
Italian espresso.

 TASTING NOTES
Strong, roasty, traditional, dark, spicy. 

INTRODUCING: BH SPRESSO®

The best of both worlds – enjoy a delicious,  
Fair Trade Organic espresso in the comfort of your own home.  

Our new recyclable aluminum capsules fit all  
Nespresso® Original Line machines.

DOLCETTO
Our medium intensity blend, Dolcetto espresso is perfect  
for those looking for a bright and sweet espresso that can  
be enjoyed on its own or with milk. 

 TASTING NOTES
Bright, sweet, malty. Clean finish, easy drinking. 

DECAFFEINATO
A medium roast blend, our Decaffeinato is for those looking  
for the full, sweet, traditional Italian espresso flavor,  
but without the caffeine.

 TASTING NOTES
Clean, sweet, caramelly.

For over 80 years we have carefully selected,  
blended, roasted, and packed the world’s  
best coffees, proudly servicing many of  

New York’s finest hotels and restaurants.

Barrie House is a 3rd generation family-owned 
coffee roaster established in 1934, located 

 just outside of New York City . 

Our commitment to quality, sustainability, 
farm worker conditions, and gender equity  
are key company missions. Barrie House  

is one of the top 10 producers of Fair Trade 
Organic coffees in the United States.

HANDCRAFTED IN NEW YORK

PREMIUM COFFEE

LEARN MORE AT BARRIEHOUSE.COM


